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Let [Un(P, Q)] and [Vn(P, Q)] denote the Lucas sequence and companion
Lucas sequence, respectively, with parameters P and Q. For all odd relatively prime
values of P and Q such that D=P2&4Q is positive, we determine all indices n such
that Un(P, Q), 2Un(P, Q), Vn(P, Q) or 2Vn(P, Q) is a square. The condition D>0
assures that the result holds for all such sequences whose terms are positive.
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Let [Un(P, Q)] and [Vn(P, Q)] denote the Lucas sequence and companion
Lucas sequence, respectively, with parameters P and Q. For all odd rela-
tively prime values of P and Q such that D=P2&4Q is positive, we deter-
mine all indices n such that Un(P, Q), 2Un(P, Q), Vn(P, Q) or 2Vn(P, Q) is
a square. The condition D>0 assures that the result holds for all such
sequences whose terms are positive.
1. Introduction
Let P and Q be non-zero relatively prime integers. The Lucas sequence
[Un] and the companion Lucas sequence [Vn] with parameters P and Q,
are defined as follows:
U0=0, U1=1, Un=PUn&1&QUn&2(n2)
and
V0=2, V1=P, Vn=PVn&1&QVn&2(n2), (0)
Investigations of the properties of second order linear recurring sequences,
have given rise to questions concerning whether, for certain pairs (P, Q),
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Un=Un(P, Q) or Vn=Vn(P, Q) is a square (=g). We recall the relevant
known facts, beginning with special results:
(a) If P=1 and Q=&1, [Un(1, &1)] and [Vn(1, &1)] are the
sequences of Fibonacci numbers and Lucas numbers, respectively. In 1964,
Cohn [Co1] showed that U12=144 is the only square Fibonacci number
greater than 1 (see also Alfred [Al], Burr [Bu] and Wyler [Wy]). In
other papers, Cohn [Co2], [Co3] determined the non-trivial square Lucas
numbers (V3=4 only) and the Fibonacci and Lucas numbers which are
twice a square (U3=2, U6=8, V0=2, V6=18).
(b) In [Co4] and [Co5], Cohn determined the squares and twice
the squares in [Un(P, Q)] and [Vn(P, Q)] when P is odd and Q=\1.
(c) Cohn [Co6] solved the problem for Q=\1 and P restricted to
a certain infinite set of even integers.
(d) Robbins [Ro] noted that the determination of the solutions of
x2&2y4=1 and of x4&2y2=\1 by Ljunggren [Lj1] readily yields
the squares in the Pell sequence [Un(2, &1)], in [2Un(2, &1)] and in
[Vn(2, &1)].
(e) If P=Q+1, Q>1, Ljunggren [Lj2] determined that for n>1
only U4(8, 7)=202 and U5(4, 3)=112 are squares and Ko [Ko] proved
that only V3(3, 2)=32 is a square for n>1.
In all of the above cases, each sequence possesses only finitely many
squares. More generally, using the method of Baker on linear forms in
logarithms, a main theorem was proved by Shorey 6 Tijdeman [ShTi]
which has the following as a special case (see [RiMcD]):
(f) Given P, Q and k1 (k square-free), there exists an effectively
computable constant C=C(P, Q, k) such that if Un(P, Q)=kg or
Vn(P, Q)=kg, then n<C. In particular, for given P and Q, there are only
finitely many indices n such that Un or Vn is a square or two times a
square. However, the size of the computable constantwere it computed
would be very large.
Our purpose here is to show, using elementary methods only, that if P
and Q are odd and relatively prime and Un , 2Un , Vn or 2Vn=g, then
n12; more precisely, Un=g only if n=0, 1, 2, 3, 6 or 12, Un=2g only
if n=0, 3 or 6, Vn=g only if n=1, 3 or 5, and Vn=2g only if n=0, 3
or 6. We discuss also the occurrences of parameters P and Q such that, for
the above values of n, the respective terms are squares. The main results
imply that, for given parameters P, Q, there are at most two indices greater
than 1 (and necessarily at most equal to 12) for which the corresponding
terms of the sequence [Un] (resp. [Vn], [2Un], [2Vn]) are squares.
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Our method, in brief, is the following. If, for example, for given
parameters P and Q, Un=g, then, with respect to any odd modulus M,
coprime to Un , the residue class Un modulo M is a square and therefore
the Jacobi symbol (Un |M)=+1. The value of (Un |M) depends, in general,
upon P and Q. We indicate how to choose, for most n, appropriate moduli
M1 , M2 , ..., Mk such that, by using some of the numerous identities linking
the numbers Un , Vn , the product (Un |M1) } (Un |M2) } } } (Un |Mk) is equal
to &1 (thus, Un is not a square). The remaining values of n are treated by
using divisibility properties of Un . The method is an extension of that used
by Cohn, making extensive use of the cyclical nature of the Jacobi symbols
(Un |M) and (Vn |M).
2. Statement of the Results
Working Hypothesis. We assume that P and Q are odd integers, and
gcd(P, Q)=1. We shall assume, further, that the discriminant D=P2&4Q
is positive. It can be shown that D>0 is equivalent to the condition that
V2u>0 for all u1. Our results hold, in particular, for all the sequences of
positive terms.
Theorem 1. (a) If Vn=g, then n=1, 3 or 5.
(b1) V3=g iff P=g and P2&3Q=g, or P=3g and P2&3Q=
3g; if V3=g, then Q#3 (mod 4).
(b2) V5=g iff P=5g and P4&5PQ+5Q2=5g; if V5=g, then
P#Q#5 (mod 8).
Theorem 2. (a) If Vn=2g, then n=0, 3 or 6.
(b1) V3=2g iff P=3g and P2&3Q=6g; if V3=2g, then P#3
(mod 24) and Q#1 or 3 (mod 8).
(b2) V6=2g iff P2&2Q=3g and (P2&2Q)2&3Q2=6g; if
V6=2g, then Q#3 (mod 4).
The analogous results for Un(P, Q) are:
Theorem 3. (a) If Un=g, then n=0, 1, 2, 3, 6 or 12.
(b1) U2=g iff P=g,
(b2) U3=g iff P2&Q=g,
(b3) U6=g iff P=3g, P2&Q=2g, P2&3Q=6g; if U6=g,
then Q#1 (mod 24),
(b4) U12=g iff P=g, P2&Q=2g, P2&2Q=3g, P2&3Q=g
and (P2&2Q)2&3Q2=6g; if U12=g, then Q#&1 (mod 120).
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Theorem 4. (a) If Un=2g, then n=0, 3 or 6.
(b1) U3=2g iff P2&Q=2g
(b2) U6=2g iff P=g, P2&Q=2g, P2&3Q=g; if U6=2g,
then Q#&1 (mod 8).
In Section 6, the values of P and Q for which squares and double
squares occur are characterized.
3. Known Facts, Notation, and Lemmas
We begin by listing the properties which will be used. For easy reference,
we note that U2=P, U3=P2&Q, V2=P2&2Q, and V3=(P2&3Q). Most
of the properties below are well-known (see, for example [Ri], Ch. 2);
properties (6) and (7) were proved in [McD]. Unless otherwise stated, m
and n are arbitrary integers.
(1) U&n=&1QnUn .
(2) V&n=1QnVn .
(3) Um is even for m>0 iff 3 | m.
(4) Vm is even for m>0 iff 3 | m.
(5) If d=gcd(m, n), then gcd(Um , Un)=Ud .
(6) If d=gcd(m, n), then gcd(Vm , Vn)=Vd if md and nd are odd,
and 1 or 2 otherwise.
(7) If d=gcd(m, n), then gcd(Um , Vn)=Vd if md is even, and 1 or
2 otherwise.
(8) If Um {1, Um |Un iff m | n.
(9) If m1, Vm |Vn iff nm is an odd integer.
(10) U2m=Um Vm .
(11) V2m=V 2m&2Q
m.
(12) V3m=Vm (V 2m&3Q
m)
(13) U3m=Um(V 2m&Q
m)=Um(DU 2m+3Q
m)
(14) Um+n=UmVn&QnUm&n
(15) Vm+n=Vm Vn&QnVm&n=DUmUn+QnVm&n
(16) If n1, gcd(Un , Q)=gcd(Vn , Q)=1.
It is convenient to gather here the lemmas which will be used in the
proofs of the theorems. We will make extensive use of the Jacobi symbol
(a|m) (for definition and properties, see e. g. [Ap], pp. 187190).
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Lemma 1. Let j=2ug, 2 |% g, g>0, and let 0mj. Then, if 0v<u,
(i) U2j+m #&q jUm (mod V2u), and U2j+m #Q jUm (mod V2v),
(ii) U2j&m #Q j&mUm (mod V2u), and U2j&m #&Q j&mUm (mod V2v),
(iii) V2j+m #&Q jVm (mod V2u), and V2j+m #Q jVm (mod V2v),
(iv) V2j&m #&Q j&mVm (mod V2u), and V2j&m #Q j&mVm (mod V2v),
(v) V2j+m #Q jVm (mod D), and V2j&m #Q j&mVm (mod D).
Proof. (i) By (14),
U2j+m=U(m+j)+j=Um+1 Vj&Q jUm #&Q jUm (mod Vj),
and since V2u |Vj , by (9), we have the first congruence of (i). Also,
U2j+m=Uj+(m+j)=Uj Vm+j&Qm+jU&m
=Uj Vm+j&Qm+j \&1Qm Um+=UjVm+j+Q jUm .
Since, by (10), Uj=U2 } 2u&1g=UgVgV2g } } } V2u&1g , we have U2j+m #Q jUm
(mod V2v) for 0v<u, proving the second congruence of (i).
(ii) Replacing m by &m in the proof of (i) immediately proves (ii).
(iii) and (iv) The proof is similar to that of (i) and (ii), starting with
property (15) V2j+m=Vm+jVj&Q jVm for the first congruence of each and
V2j+m=DUm+jUj+Q jVm for the second.
(v) V2j\m=DU\m+jUj+Q jV\m implies (v).
Lemma 2. Let m be an odd positive integer, and u1.
(a) If 3 |% m, V2um#{3 (mod 8), if u=1 and Q#3 (mod 4)&1 (mod 8), otherwise.
(b) If 3 | m, V2um#2 (mod 8).
Proof. (a) If 3 |% m, Vm is odd, so V 2m #1 (mod 8). Hence,
V2m=V 2m&2Q
m#1&2Q#{&1 (mod 8) if Q#1 (mod 4)3 (mod 8) if Q#3 (mod 4).
V4m=V 22m&2Q
2m#1&2#&1(mod 8).
Assuming the theorem is true for a fixed value of u1, we have
V2u+1m=V 22um&2Q
2um#1&2#&1 (mod 8).
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(b) Let 2um=3tk, 3 |% k. If t=1, then, by (12),
V3k=Vk (V 2k&3Q
k)#Vk(1&3)#&2Vk(mod 8);
since 3 |% k and k is even, Vk #3 (mod 4) by (a), so V3k #2 (mod 8). The
result now follows by induction on t.
Lemma 3. Let u be a positive integer. Then
(i) (2 | V2u)={(&1 | Q) if u=1+1 if u2,
(ii) (Q | V2u)=(&1 | Q),
(iii) (V1 | V2u)={(2Q | P) if u=1(&2 | P) if u2,
(iv) (V2 | V2u)=&(&1 | Q) if u3,
(v) (V3 |V2u)={&(&1 | Q)(2Q | P) if u=1(&2 | P) if u2,
(vi) (V6 | V2u)=&(&1 | Q) if u3,
(vii) (U3 | V2u)={(&1 | Q) if u=1+1 if u2,
(viii) (V1 | D)=(V3 | D)=(&Q | P),
(2 | D)=&1 and (Q | D)=+1.
Proof. Each Jacobi symbol is non-zero: by (16), (6) and (7),
gcd(A, V2u)=1 for A=Q, V1 , V2 , V3 , V6 and U3 (provided u>1 when
A=V2 or V6); also gcd(V1 , D)=gcd(P, P2&4Q)=1 and gcd(V3 , D)=
gcd(P(P2&3Q), P2&4Q)=1.
(i) This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.
(ii) Since V2u #3 (mod 4) by Lemma 2,
(Q |V2u)=(&1)(Q&1)2 (V2u | Q)=(&1 | Q)(V 22u&1&2Q
2u&1 | Q)=(&1 | Q).
(iii) V2=P2&2Q#&2Q (mod P), and it is readily established by
induction on u, using (11), that if u>1, V2u #2Q2
u&1
(mod P). Then, if
u=1,
(V1 | V2u)=(P | V2)=(&1 | P)(V2 | P)=(&1 | P)(&2Q | P)=(2Q | P),
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and if u>1,
(P | V2u)=(&1 | P)(V2u | P)=(&1 | P)(2Q2
u&1
| P)=(&2 | P).
(iv) V8=V 24&2Q
4=(V 22&2Q
2)2&2Q4#2Q4 (mod V2), and it
follows easily by induction on u, that V2u #2Q2
u&1
(mod V2) for u3.
Hence, using Lemma 2,
(V2 | V2u)=&(V2u | V2)=&(2 | V2)=&(&1 | Q).
(v) (V3 | V2)=(PV2&QV1 | V2)=(&QV1 | V2)=&(Q | V2)(V1 | V2),
which, by (ii) and (iii), equals &(&1 | Q)(2Q | P).
Assume that u>1. We write V3=P(P2&3Q)=2aPr, a1, r odd. Noting
that (2a | V2u)=+1 if a is even, and also =+1 if a is odd since V2u #&1
(mod 8) by Lemma 2, we have
(V3 | V2u)=(2a Pr |V2u)=(2a | V2u)(P | V2u)(r | V2u)
=(P | V2u)(&1)(r&1)2 (V2u | r)=(P | V2u)(&V2u | r).
Now,
V2=P2&2Q#Q(mod P2&3Q)
implies that V4=V 22&2Q
2#&Q2 (mod P2&3Q), and we readily obtain,
by induction, V2u #&Q2
u&1
(mod P2&3Q), for u>1. Since r | (P2&3Q),
we have (V3 | V2u)=(P | V2u)(Q2
u&1
| r) which, by (iii), equals (&2 | P).
(vi) Assume u3. Since V2 #&1 or 3 (mod 8), V 22&3Q
2#1&3#
&2 (mod 8); hence,
(V6 | V2u)=(V2(V 22&3Q
2) | V2u)=(V2 | V2u)(2 | V2u)((V 22&3Q
2)2 | V2u).
=&(&1 | Q)(+1)((V 22&3Q
2)2 | V2u).
Now,
V8=V 24&2Q
4=(V 22&2Q
2)2&2Q4#&Q4(mod V 22&3Q
2),
and V2u #&Q2
u&1
(mod V 22&3Q
2), u3, follows by induction on u,
implying, since V2u and Q are odd, that V2u #&Q2
u&1
(mod (V 22&3Q
2)2).
Since V 22&3Q
2#&2 (mod 8), (V 22&3Q
2)2#3 (mod 4), so (V2u |
(V 22&3Q
2)2)=&1; hence, ((V 22&3Q
2)2 | V2u)=+1, and it follows that
(V6 | V2u)=&(&1 | Q).
(vii) For u=1, (U3 | V2)=(P2&Q | V2)=(Q | V2)=(&1 | Q) by (i).
We write U3=2ar, a1, r odd. If u2,
(U3 | V2u)=(2ar | V2u)=(2a | V2u)(r | V2u)=(r | V2u).
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Now, V2 #&Q (mod U3), V4=V 22&2Q
2#&Q2 (mod U3), and, by
induction, V2u #&Q2
u&1
(mod U3). Hence,
(U3 | V2u)=(r | V2u)=(&1)(r&1)2(V2u | r)=(&V2u | r)=(Q2
u&1
| r)=+1.
(viii) Since D=P2&4Q#5 (mod 8), (2 | D)=&1, and (Q | D)=
(D | Q)=+1. Also,
(V1 | D)=(D | P)=(P2&4Q | P)=(&Q | P),
and
(V3 | D)=(P | D)(P2&3Q | D)=(&Q | P)(Q | D)=(&Q | P). K
Lemma 4. Let u1. Then
&(2Q | P) if u=1
(V5 | V2u)={&(&1 | Q)(&2 | P) if u=2,&(&2 | P) if u=3
and if u4, then (V5 | V2u)=(V5 | V2u&2).
Proof. By (15), V5=V3 V2&Q2V1 and V5=V4 V1&QV3 . Using
Lemmas 2 and 3, (V5 | V2)=(&Q2V1 | V2)=&(2Q | P), and (V5 | V4)=
(&QV3 | V4)=&(&1 | Q)(&2 | P).
Let e=(V5&1)2. If u=3, from V8=V5V3&Q3V2 ,
(V5 | V8)=(&V8 | V5)=(Q3V2 | V5)=(Q | V5)(&1)e (V5 | V2)
=&(Q | V5)(&1)e (2Q | P).
Now, V5=P(P4&5P2Q+5Q2)#P5 (mod Q), so
(Q | V5)=(&1 | Q)e (V5 | Q)=(&1 | Q)e (P|Q)
=(&1 | Q)e (&1 | Q)(P&1)2 (Q | P),
and therefore,
(V5 | V8)=&[(&1 | Q)e (&1 | Q)(P&1)2 (Q | P)] } [(&1)e (2Q | P)]
=&(&1)e (&1 | Q)e+(P&1)2 (2 | P).
From
V5=P(P4&5P2Q+5Q2)#P(1&Q+1)#P+Q&1 (mod 4),
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we have
e=(V5&1)2#
P&1
2
+
Q&1
2
(mod 2).
Hence, (V5 | V8)=&(&1 | Q)(&1 | P)(&1 | Q)(Q&1)2 (2 | P)=&(&2 | P).
If u4, then, by (15),
V2u=DU5 } 2u&3 } U3 } 2u&3+Q3 } 2
u&3V2 } 2u&3 .
Since, by (8) and (10), U10 | U5 } 2u&3 and V5 | U10 ,
V2u #Q3 } 2
u&3V2u&2(mod V5);
hence, (V2u | V5)=(V2u&2 | V5), implying (V5 | V2u)=(V5 | V2u&2). K
The proof of the following Lemma is immediate from Lemmas 3 and 4.
Lemma 5. For u1 and m1, let Jm, u=(Vm | V2u) and J$m, D=
(Vm | D). Then,
(i) Jm, uJm, u&1=+1, if u3 and m=1, 3,
J5, uJ5, u&2=+1, if u4,
J5, 3J5, 2=(&1 | Q),
J3, 2J3, 1=&(&1 | Q)(&Q | P),
J1, 2J1, 1=(&Q | P);
(ii) J3, 2J3, 1J$3, D=&(&1 | Q),
J1, 2J1, 1J$1, D=+1.
4. Squares in the Sequences [Vn] and [2Vn].
In proving the theorems of Sections 4 and 5, we use the following basic
property of the Jacobi symbol: If * is any positive integer and Vn=*g,
then for M1 , ..., Mk any positive integers relatively prime to Vn , the
product of Jacobi symbols (*Vn | M1)(*Vn | M2) } } } (*Vn | Mk) equals +1.
We shall repeatedly use the notation and values obtained in Lemma 5, and
these results from Lemma 3: (Q | V2u)=(&1 | Q) for u1, (Q | D)=+1,
(2 | V2u)=+1 if u>1, (2 | V2)=(&1 | Q) and (2 | D)=&1.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Assume Vn=g.
(a) By Lemma 2, if n is even, Vn #&1, 2 or 3 (mod 8), so Vn {g.
Assume that n is odd and that n  [1, 3, 5]. Since n#\1, \3 (mod 8), we
may let n=2j\m, j=2ug, g odd, u2 and m=1, 3. By Lemma 1,
Vn #&Qe Vm (mod V2u),
Vn #QeVm (mod V2u&1),
Vn #QeVm (mod D),
where e=j if n=2j+m, and e=j&m if n=2j&m. Then,
1=(Vn | V2u)(Vn | V2u&1)=&Jm, u Jm, u&1 .
By Lemma 5, this is a contradiction unless u=2. Assume u=2. Then,
1=(Vn | V4)(Vn | V2)(Vn |D)=&Jm, 2 Jm, 1J$m, D .
If m=1, this product is &1, and if m=3, is (&1 | Q); hence, n#\3
(mod 8) and Q#1 (mod 4).
Since g is odd, n=8g\3=2k5, with k=2wh, w3 and h odd. By
Lemma 1,
Vn #&QeV5 (mod V2w),
Vn #QeV5 (mod V2v), 0v<w,
where e=k if n=2k+5, and e=k&5 if n=2k&5. Then,
1=(Vn | V2w)(Vn | V2v)=&J5, wJ5, v .
If w4, then, by Lemma 5, with v=w&2, this product is &1, a contradic-
tion. Hence, w=3; but, letting v=2, we again have a contradiction, since
Q#1 (mod 4). This completes the proof of part (a) of the theorem.
(b1) V3=P(P2&3Q). If Q#1 (mod 4), V3 #2 (mod 4). Hence, if
V3=g, then Q#3 (mod 4), and since gcd(P, P2&3Q)=1 or 3, either
P=g and P2&3Q=g, or P=3g and P2&3Q=3g.
(b2) If g=V5=P(P4&5P2Q+5Q2), then gcd(P, P4&5P2Q+5Q2)
=1 or 5. This implies that either P=g and P4&5P2Q+5Q2=g, or
P=5g and P4&5P2Q+5Q2=5g. Since P4&5P2Q+5Q2#1&5Q+
5#6&5Q (mod 8), either P#Q#1 (mod 8) or P#Q#5 (mod 8). Now,
by Lemma 4, if P#Q#1 (mod 8),
(V5 | V4)=&(&1 | Q)(&2 | P)=&1.
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Hence V5=g only if P#Q#5 (mod 8); that is, P=5g and P4&5P2Q+
5Q2=5g. K
Lemma 6. Let Q#1 (mod 4) and n>3. If n# \3 (mod 8), then
Vn {3g and Vn {6g.
Proof. Assume Q#1 (mod 4), let *=3 or 6 and let N be the least odd
integer >3 and congruent to \3 (mod 8) such that VN=*g; let
N=2j\3, j=2ug, g odd, u2. By Lemma 1,
*VN #&*QeV3 (mod V2u),
*VN #*QeV3 (mod V2u&1),
where e=j if N=2 j+3, and e=j&3 if N=2j&3. Then,
1=(*VN | V2u)(*VN | V2u&1)=&(* | V2u)(* | V2u&1) J3, uJ3, u&1.
Since 3 | VN , 3 |% V2u by (6), so (* | V2u){0. By (11), for u2,
V2u=V 22u&1&2Q
2u&1#1+Q2 (mod 3),
implying that (V2u | 3) is independent of u. It follows that
(3 | V2u)(3 | V2u&1)=+1, and since (2 | V2u)(2 | V2u&1)=+1, (6 | V2u)(6 V2u&1) =
+1; hence, (* | V2u)(* | V2u&1)=1. Therefore, by Lemma 5, if u>2,
1=&J3, u J3, i&1=&1, a contradiction. If u=2, we let N=2k5, with
k=2wh, w3 and h odd. By Lemma 1,
*VN#&*QeV5 (mod V2w),
*VN#*QeV5 (mod V2v), 0v<w,
where e=k if N=2k+5, and e=k&5 if N=2k&5. Then,
1=(*VN | V2w)(*VN | V2v)=&(* | V2w)(* | V2v) J5, wJ5, v=&J5, wJ5, v .
But, by Lemma 5, &J5, wJ5, v=&1 if w4, with v=w&2, and, also, if
w=3 with v=2, since Q#1 (mod 4). Hence Vn=*g is impossible for
n#\3 (mod 8), n>3 and *=3 or 6.
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume Vn=2g. We prove (b), first.
(b1) If V3=2g, then either P=g and P2&3Q=2g, or P=3g
and P2&3Q=6g. The first of these is impossible (mod 9) if 3 | P, and
(mod 3) if 3 |% P, and the second is possible only if P#3 (mod 24) and
Q#1 or 3 (mod 8).
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(b2) By Lemma 2, V2 {g, 2g or 6g, and if V2=3g, then Q#3
(mod 4). Hence, 2g=V6=V2(V 22&3Q
2) iff V2=P2&2Q=3g and
V 22&3Q
2=6g.
(a) Case 1: n odd. Assume n{3. Since Vn is even, 3 | n, by (4), so
n{5 or 7. Let n=2j\m, j=2ug, u2, g odd and m=1 or 3. By
Lemma 1,
2Vn #&2QeVm (mod V2u),
2Vn #2QeVm (mod V2u&1),
2Vn#2QeVm (mod D),
where e=j if n=2j+m, and e=j&m if n=2j&m. Then,
1=(2Vn | V2u)(2Vn | V2u&1)=&(2 | V2u)(2 | V2u&1) Jm, uJm, u&1.
By Lemma 5, this is &1, unless u=2. Assume u=2. If m=1 or 3,
1=(2Vn | V4)(2Vn | V2)(2Vn | D)=(&1 | Q)Jm, 2 Jm, 1J$m, D .
If m=1, the product is (&1 | Q), and if m=3, is &1; hence, m=1 and
Q#1 (mod 4).
Assume u=2, Q#1 (mod 4) and n#\1 (mod 8). As noted above, 3 | n;
let n=3k. If k=3, then n=9 and, by Lemma 1,
2V9=2V2 } 4+1 #&2Q4V1 (mod V4),
so, by Lemma 3,
1=(2V9 | V4)=(&2Q4V1 | V4)=&(&2 | P).
But, gcd(V3 , Q)=1; hence gcd(V3 , V 23&3Q
3)=1 or 3, and since V 23&3Q
is odd, 2g=V9=V3(V 23&3Q
3) implies that V3=2g, or V3=6g and
V23&3Q
3=3g. The latter is impossible (mod 4). Now, by part (b1) of the
proof, V3=2g only if P#3 (mod 8); hence, 1=&(&2 | P)=&1, an
absurdity.
Assume k>3. By (12), 2g=Vn=V3k=Vk(V 2k&3Q
k), and clearly,
d=gcd(Vk , V 2k&3Q
2)=1 or 3. If d=1, then, by the above result and
k#\3 (mod 8), we have Vk {2g; hence Vk=g and V 2k&3Q
k=2g.
Since V 2k 2 (mod 3), 3 | Vk . It follows that 9 | 3Q
k, an impossibility, since
gcd(Vk , Q)=1. Hence, d=3. However, 2g=Vk(V 2k&3Q
k) then implies
that Vk=3g or 6g, neither of which is possible by Lemma 6. This com-
pletes the proof that Vn {2g if n is odd.
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Case 2: n even. Assume Vn=2g and that n  [0, 6].
1. Q#3 (mod 4) and n#2 (mod 4). Since V2 is odd, V2 {2g;
assume n{2.
Since n#\2 or \6 (mod 16), we may let n=2j\m, j=2ug, g odd,
u3 and m=2 or 6. By Lemma 1,
2Vn #&2Qe Vm (mod V2u),
where e=j or j&m is even, so
+1=(2Vn | V2u)=(&2QeVm | V2u)=&(2 | V2u)(Vm | V2u)=&(Vm | V2u);
however, by Lemma 3, for m=2 or 6, &(Vm | V2u)=(&1 | Q)=&1, a con-
tradiction.
2. Q#1 (mod 4), or Q#3 (mod 4) and n#0 (mod 4). We note that
V0=2=2g. Assume Vn=2g, and let N be the smallest even positive
integer when Q#1 (mod 4), respectively, the smallest even positive integer
divisible by 4 when Q#3 (mod 4), such that VN=2g. Since VN is even,
3 | N; let N=3m. Since gcd(Vm , V 2m&3Q
m)=1 or 3, 2g=VN=V3m=
Vm(V 2m&3Q
m) implies that Vm=g, 2g, 3g or 6g. However, Vm {2g
by our assumption about N, and Vm {g or 6g since Vm #&1, 2 or 3
(mod 8). Hence, Vm=3g (#0, 3 or 4 (mod 8)), implying that Vm #3
(mod 8). But then, by Lemma 2, contrary to assumption, Q#3 (mod 4)
and 4 |% m.
5. Squares in the Sequences [Un] and [2Un]
Simultaneous Proof of Part (a) Theorems 3 and 4
Case 1: n odd. For Theorem 3, we assume that Un=g with
n  [1, 3] and for Theorem 4, that Un=2g with n{3; note that Un=2g
only if 3 | n. Let m=1 or 3, n=2j\m, j=2ug, u2, g1, g odd.
If n=2j+m, then, by Lemma 1,
Un=U2j+m#&Q jUm (mod V2u).
If Un=g, then, by Lemma 3(vii), +1=(&Q jUm | V2u)=&(Um | V2u)=
&1, a contradiction. If 2Un=g, then, since (2 | V2u)=+1, we have
+1=(&2Q jUm | V2u)=&1, as well.
If n=2j&m, then, by Lemma 1,
Un #Q j&mUm (mod V2u), (17)
and
Un #&Q j&mUm (mod V2u&1). (18)
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From (17), if Un=g, then
+1=(Q j&mUm | V2u)=(&1 | Q)(Um | V2u)=(&1 | Q),
and if 2Un=g, then
+1=(2Q j&mUm | V2u)=(&1 | Q)(Um | V2u)=(&1 | Q),
a contradiction if Q#3 (mod 4), implying Q#1 (mod 4). Then, from (18),
if Un=g,
+1=(&Q j&mUm | V2u&1)=&(&1 | Q)=&1,
and if 2Un=g, then
+1=(&2Q j&mUm | V2u&1)=&(2 | V2u&1)(&1 | Q)=&1,
proving case 1.
Case 2: n even. For Theorem 3, we assume that n  [0, 2, 6, 12] and
for Theorem 4, that n  [0, 6]. Let n=2m. Then Un=U2m=UmVm .
Since, by (7), gcd(Um , Vm)=1 if 3 |% m and 2 if 3 | m, Un=g implies that
Um=g and Vm=g if 3 |% m, and Um=2g and Vm=2g if 3 | m. By
Theorems 1 and 2, then, m=1 or 5 in the former case and 0, 3 or 6 in the
latter. However, all of these values, except m=5, are excluded since
n=2m  [0, 2, 6, 12], and U10=U5V5 {g since U5 {g by case 1.
Similarly, Un=2g implies that Um=g and Vm=2g or Um=2g and
Vm=g. Since n  [0, 6], we have m=  [0, 3]. By Theorem 1, then,
Vm=g is possible only if m=1 or 5, and by Theorem 2, Vm=2g is
possible only if m=6. However, U2=U1V1=2g and U10=U5 V5=2g
are impossible, since U2 and U10 are odd. Now, if U6=g and V6=2g,
then from g=U6=U3V3 , we have U3=2g and V3=2g. By Theorem 2,
V6=2g only if Q#3 (mod 4) and V3=2g only if Q#1 or 3 (mod 8);
hence Q#3 (mod 8). But U3=P2&Q=2g is not possible if Q#3
(mod 8).
Proof of Part (b) Theorem 3
(b1) and (b2) are trivial.
(b3) If g=U6=U3V3 , then U3=P2&Q=2g and V3=
P(P2&3Q)=2g. By Theorem 2, V3=2g iff P=3g and P2&3Q=6g,
which together with P2&Q=2g gives the three conditions in (b3). Con-
versely, if P=3g, P2&3Q=6g and P2&Q=2g, we have V3=2g and
U3=2g, so U6=g. Finally, from P2&Q=2g and P2&3Q=6g, we
readily obtain Q#1 (mod 8) which together with Q#1 (mod 3) gives
Q#1 (mod 24).
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(b4) If g=U12=U6V6 , then U6=2g and V6=2g. From
U6=2g, it follows that
(a) U3=g and V3=2g,
or
(b) U3=2g and V3=g.
The first alternative is not possible: By Theorem 2, V3=2g only if P=3g
and P2&3Q=6g, implying, since 3 |% Q, that &3Q#6g (mod 9), i.e.,
Q#1 (mod 3). But then, P2&Q=g implies that &1#g (mod 3), which
is absurd.
Thus, 2g=U3=P2&Q and g=V3=P(P2&3Q). If, now,
gcd(P, P2&3Q)=3, then P=3g and P2&3Q=3g; since 3 | P and 3 |% Q,
&3Q#3g (mod 9), so Q#2 (mod 3). From P2&Q=2g, however,
Q#1 (mod 3); hence, gcd(P, P2&3Q)=1, implying that P=g and P2&
3Q=g. Moreover, 2g=V6=V2(V 22&3Q
2), and gcd(V2 , V 22&3Q
2)=1
or 3 imply, since V2 #3 (mod 4), that V2=3g and V 22&3Q
2=6g. That
is, P2&2Q=3g and (P2&2Q)2&3Q2=6g, giving us the five necessary
conditions that U12=g. Conversely, if these conditions are satisfied, then
V6=2g, U3=2g, and V3=g, so U12=g.
Finally, a simple calculation shows that if the above relations are satis-
fied, then Q#&1 (mod t) for t=3, 5 and 8; that is, Q#&1 (mod 120).
Proof of Part (b) of Theorem 4
(b1) is trivial.
(b2). Let U6=2g. Since U6=U3 V3 and gcd(U3 , V3)=2, either
U3=g and V3=2g, or U3=2g and V3=g. The first of these alter-
natives was shown not to be possible in the proof of (b4) of Theorem 3,
and it was shown that the second implies that P=g and P2&3Q=g.
Conversely, if P=g, P2&Q=2g and P2&3Q=g, then U3=2g and
V3=g, so U6=U3V3=2g. It is readily seen that these conditions imply
that Q#&1 (mod 8). K
6. The Parameters P and Q for which Un and Vn are Squares
In this section, we characterize the parameters P and Q for which
V3=g, V5=2g, U3=g, U3=2g, and U6=g, and comment on those
for which V6=2g, U6=2g and U12=g.
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There are infinitely many pairs (P, Q) such that V3(P, Q)=g. It is
easily verified that V3(P, Q)=g iff (P, Q)=(s2, (s4&t2)3) for s odd, t
even, 3 |% st, gcd(s, t)=1 and s2<2t; or (P, Q)=(3s2, 3s4&t2) for s odd, t
even, 3 | s, gcd(s, t)=1 and - 3s2<2t. Similarly, we readily find that
V3(P, Q)=2g iff (P, Q)=(3s2, 3s4&2t2) for s odd, 3 |% s, gcd(s, t)=1, and
- 6s2<4t. The corresponding result for V5(P, Q) is not so easily seen, and
is stated in Theorem 5.
There are also infinitely many pairs (P, Q) such that V6(P, Q)=2g.
We thank J. Top who showed that the required conditions lead to an
elliptic curve with group of rational points isomorphic to Z2_Z and these
points give rise to infinitely many odd coprime values of P and Q.
Namely, (1,&1) corresponding to the torsion point of order 2 in the group
and (5,&1) corresponding to the generator of the subgroup of infinite
order. Further solutions are (P, Q)=(29, &4801), (4009, 3593279),
(58585, &529351744321), etc.
Theorem 5. The integers P and Q have the property that V5(P, Q)=g
iff P=5s2t2 and Q=&(s8&50s4t4+125t8)4 with s and t relatively prime
odd integers such that 5 |% s and |s |>[(25+5- 5)2]14 } | t | or |s |<
[(25&5- 5)2]14 } | t |.
Proof. Assume V5(P, Q)=g. By Theorem 1, Q#5 (mod 8) and there
exist integers x and y such that P=5x2 and P4&5P2Q+5Q2=5y2. We
readily obtain 5X2=Y2+Q2, where X=10x4&Q and Y=2y. Hence,
(5X)2=5(Y 2+Q2)=(2Y&Q)2+(2Q+Y)2.
Clearly, d=gcd(2Y&Q, 2Q+Y)=1 or 5.
If d=1, by the Pythagorean theorem, there exist positive integers a and
b with gcd(a, b)=1, a even and b odd, such that
5X=a2+b2, 2Q+Y=2ab and 2Y&Q=a2&b2.
The latter two equations imply that Q=(4ab&a2+b2)5. Since
5X=a2+b2 and (a, b)=1, 5 |% ab, and since X=10x4&Q, 25x4=b(b+2a),
implying that there exist odd integers s, t such that gcd(s, t)=1, 5 |% s, x=st,
b=s4 and b+2a=25t4; hence, P=5x2=5s2t2 and Q=&(s8&50s4t4+
125t8)4. The condition D=P2&4Q>0 holds iff |s |>[(25+5- 5)2]14 } |t |
or |s |<[(25&5- 5)2]14 } | t |.
If d=5, there exist coprime positive integers a and b, a even and b odd,
such that
X=10x4&Q=a2+b2, (2Q+Y)5=2ab and (2Y&Q)5=a2&b2.
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We readily find that Q=4ab&a2+b2 and 5x4=b(2a+b). Since (a, b)=1,
there exist coprime odd integers s, t such that 5 |% s, x=st, and (1) b=s4
and 2a+b=5t4, or (2) b=5t4 and 2a+b=s4. However, (1) implies that
b#3a (mod 5), an impossibility, since then 5 | Q and 5 | P. Hence, b=5t4
and 2a+b=s4, from which we have P=5s2t2 and Q=&(s8&50s4t4+
125t8)4, as in the d=1 case.
Conversely, if s and t are coprime odd integers such that 5 |% s, we define
P=5s2t2 and Q=&(s8&50s4t4+125t8)4, and let a=(25t4&s4)2, b=s4
and x=st. Then P=5x2, Q=(4ab&a2+b2)5 and
V5(P, Q)=P(P4&5P2Q+5Q2)=5x2(54x8&53x4Q+5Q2)
=5x2[25(10x4&Q)2&5Q2]4=5x2[(a2+b2)2&5Q2]4
=x2[5(a2+b2)2&(4ab&a2+b2)2]4
=x2(a2&b2+ab)2=g. K
It is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 5 that, in fact, if
P=[(P, Q) | P, Q coprime odd integers such that
V5(P, Q)=g],
Jr=[(P, Q) # P | _ integers x, y>0 such that P2=5x2,
P4&5P2Q+5Q2=5y2 and gcd(4y&Q, 2Q+2y)=r]
for r=1 and 5, and
I=[(s, t) | s and t odd integers, 5 |% s],
then there exist bijections .1 : I  J1 and .2 : I  J5 . Similar bijections
can be defined for (P, Q) such that V3(P, Q)=g, and V3(P, Q)=2g (and
U3(P, Q)=g, U3(P, Q)=2g, U6(P, Q)=g, and U6(1, Q)=2g).
The pairs (P, Q) for which U3(P, Q)=g and those for which
U3(P, Q)=2g are evident from Theorems 3 and 4, respectively, and we
give all pairs (P, Q) for which U6(P, Q)=g in the next theorem. We
have not been able to obtain all pairs such that U6(P, Q)=2g or
U12(P, Q)=g; however, we show in the following theorem that corre-
sponding to P=1, there exist infinitely many values of Q such that
U6(P, Q)=2g. It is not known whether infinitely many pairs exist such
that U12(P, Q)=g; at present, in fact, only one pair is known, namely
P=1, Q=&1([Un(1, &1)] is the Fibonacci sequence).
Theorem 6. (i) The pair (P, Q) has the property that U6(P, Q)=g iff
for s and t relatively prime integers, s even, t odd and st#1 (mod 3),
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(a) P=(s2&t2)23 and Q=(a2&b2)2&8(a2+b2+ab)29, where a=
2(s2+t2+st)3 and b=(s2+t2+4st)3, ( provided P2&4Q>0), or (b)
(Three similar forms for P and Q can be given, but are not listed in the inter-
est of brevity; the details of obtaining these forms are clear from the proof
of the theorem.)
(ii) There exist infinitely many pairs (P, Q) such that U6(P, Q)=2g.
Proof. (i) If U6(P, Q)=g, then, by Theorem 3, Q#1 (mod 4) and
there exist integers x, y and z such that P=3x2, P2&Q=2y2 and
P2&3Q=6z2. It is easily seen that x, y and z are pairwise relatively
prime, x and z are odd and y is even. Eliminating P and Q, we
obtain 3x4=y2&z2 and, thence, 9x4=(2y&z)2&(2z& y)2. Clearly,
d0=gcd(2y&z, 2z& y)=1 or 5.
If d0=1, by the Pythagorean theorem, there exist integers a>b1 with
2y&z=a2+b2
gcd(a, b)=1 such that {2z&y=2ab3x2=a2&b2
These conditions imply that b is odd, a is even and y=2(a2+b2+ab)3.
Hence, ab#1 (mod 3). Now, 3x2=a2&b2 implies that 9x2=(2a&b)2&
(2b&a)2, and, as above, d1=gcd(2a&b, 2b&a)=1 or 5.
2a&b=s2+t 2
If d1=1, there exist integrs s>t1, such that {2b&a=2st3x=s2&t2
Clearly, gcd(s, t)=1, s is even, t is odd, and we have a=2(s2+t2+st)3
and b=(s2+t2+4st)3, implying that st#1 (mod 3). Hence, P=3x2=
(s2&t2)23 and Q=P2&2y2=(a2&b2)2&8(a2+b2+ab)29, where a and
b are the stated functions of s and t.
If d1=5, we obtain a similar form for P and Q, and similarly in each
case when d0=5; we omit the details for these cases.
The converse for d0=1, d1=1: Let s and t be relatively prime integers,
s even, t odd, st#1 (mod 3), P=(s2&t2)23 and Q=(a2&b2)2&
8(a2+b2+ab)29, where a and b are defined by 2a&b=s2+t2 and
2b&a=2st. Then
P=(s2&t2)23=[(s2+t2)2&(2st)2]3
=[(2a&b)2&(2b&a)2]3=a2&b2.
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Hence,
U6(P, Q)=P(P2&Q)(P2&3Q)
=(s2&t2)23 } [(a2&b2)2&Q] } [(a2&b2)2&3Q]
=3\s
2&t2
3 +
2
} 8 \a
2+b2+ab
3 +
2
} _&18(a
2&b2)2+24(a2+b2+ab)2
9 &
=3g } 2g } 6 \a
2+b2+4ab
3 +
2
=g.
(ii) To see that U6(P, Q)=2g for infinitely many pairs (P, Q), we
first observe that since y=1, w=1 is a solution of 3y2&2w2=1, the equa-
tion has infinitely many solutions. (It is well-known, and easily seen, that
if p, q is a solution of AX2&BY 2=1 and x, y is any one of the infinitely
many solutions of the FermatPell equation X2&ABY 2=1, then
X=px+Bqy, Y=Apy+qx is a solution of AX 2&BY 2=1.) Let P=1
and, for each solution y0 , w0 of 3y2&2w2=1, let Q=1&2y20 . Then
P=g, P2&Q=2g and
P2&3Q=&2+6y20=4w
2
0=g.
Clearly, P and Q are odd and satisfy.the other conditions of our working
hypothesis. It follows from Theorem 4 that U6(P, Q)=2g for infinitely
many pairs (P, Q).
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